This paper presents a dialogue act classification for a spoken dialogue system that delivers necessary information to elderly subjects with mild dementia. Lexical features have been shown to be effective for classification, but the automatic transcription of spontaneous speech demands expensive language modeling. Therefore, this paper proposes a classifier that does not require language modeling and that uses sub-lexical features instead of lexical features. This classifier operates on sequences of phonemes obtained by a phoneme recognizer and exhaustively analyzes the saliency of all possible sub-sequences using a support vector machine with a string kernel. An empirical study of a dialogue corpus containing elderly speech showed that the sub-lexical classifier was robust against the poor modeling of language and it performed better than a lexical classifier that used hidden Markov models of words.
Introduction
This paper presents an information support system for elderly subjects with cognitive disabilities. The target users have difficulties maintaining their attention and absorbing new information, so this system tries to maintain conversations with them to deliver information necessary for their independent and autonomous life in a similar way to their caregivers. Thus, this system needs to recognize colloquial speech and to understand the intentions of utterances so that it can respond sufficiently correctly to sustain conversations. The assignment of an utterance with a predefined functional tag that represents the communicative intentions behind the utterance is referred to as dialogue acts (DAs) classification, which is considered to be a useful first step in dialogue processing. This paper proposes a DA classification method for the colloquial utterances made by the elderly to facilitate the production of an appropriate correct response.
Many studies of DA classification have shown that word ngrams are effective features for determining DAs [1, 2, 3, 4] . To obtain the lexical feature, the automatic transcription of colloquial speech is required. However, some difficulties of the speech recognition have been discussed in previous studies of spontaneous speech recognition [5, 6] . Spontaneous speech includes disfluencies (e.g., filled pauses, repairs, hesitations, repetitions, false starts, or partial words) [7] , pronunciation variation [8, 9] , and speaking rate variation [10, 9] . For the colloquial speech considered in this paper, its casual style of speech, the speech characteristics of the elderly subjects and the noisy room environment create additional difficulties in terms of the acoustics and language modeling. Among these difficulties, this paper focuses on the difficulty of language modeling.
As pointed out before in many studies, individuals differ not only in their acoustics but also in their lexical patterns. The difference is particularly great in spontaneous speech, so speakerdependent language modeling has been considered a potential approach to cope with the variation. For example, the quantity of disfluencies varies depending on the speaker, so different models of different classes of speakers are effective for removing disfluencies [7] . Disfluency removal is useful because disfluencies cause problems during subsequent higher-level natural language processing such as DA classification. Another study [8, 9] showed that the lexical pattern used during lecture speech is quite variable among speakers, so language model adaptation to a specific speaker is effective for lecture speech recognition. This can be achieved provided a relatively long speech is available for each lecturer. Unfortunately, the cost of speaker-dependent language modeling is prohibitive in our application because it is difficult to obtain sufficient data to build speaker-dependent language models.
The limitation of the lexicon itself has also been noted. During spontaneous speech, the actual pronunciation of a word can vary greatly from its canonical pronunciation because of sloppy pronunciation, word contractions, or co-articulation between words. To address this variation, a previous study [11] proposed a data-driven dictionary adaptation that adds new entries for words that correspond to the actual pronunciations appearing in given corpora that are obtained using a phoneme recognizer. Another study [9, 12] also found that the use of multiple surface forms for each word baseform is effective for reducing the word error rate during the recognition of spontaneous Japanese speech. In the Japanese language, the different surface forms can be represented as different words, which ensures that they are faithful to the actual pronunciation. Thus, these words can be included as different baseforms in a dictionary. The existence of different representations of a single morpheme can have a harmful effect on DA classification, so it is necessary to normalize the recognized text by replacing the different representations with the corresponding baseform. Unfortunately, the normalization process is not straightforward, unlike word stemming.
Elaborate language modeling is required to transcribe spontaneous speech faithfully but faithful transcription without normalization is not necessarily useful for our immediate goal of DA classification. To explore the utilization of lexical features in a more cost-efficient manner, this paper proposes a sublexical DA classifier that does not require language modeling and that operates on the sequences of phonemes obtained using a phoneme recognizer. The central hypothesis of this study is that if word n-grams are effective indicators for determining DAs, then sub-sequences of phonemes, which are fragments of words in a sense, should also be effective indicators. If this hypothesis is true, then even when effective language modeling is impossible and some salient words are misrecognized, it is expected that their fragments should be preserved, so a more robust form of DA classification based on fragments is possible. Furthermore, the use of phonemes facilitates the analysis of the saliency of the fragments based on the actual pronunciation while considering the patterns of misrecognition for each speaker. Other features such as prosodic features have been investigated [13] to compensate for inherently useful but unreliable and costly lexical features in colloquial speech, but this paper investigates the utilization of lexical features in a more robust and computationally inexpensive manner.
This paper is organized as follows. After describing our information support system and the DAs used in our elderly speech corpus in the next section, Section 3 presents the sublexical DA classifier. Section 4 presents an empirical study of the effectiveness of the classifier.
DAs used by our assistive system
People with mild dementia, who exhibit memory impairment, disorientation, and an impaired executive function, may use assistive devices [14, 15, 16 ] to compensate for their problems with absorbing or retaining new information, which have been shown to be effective in their independent and autonomous life. Our information support system is another general-purpose assistive device that was designed to provide information about schedules, times, or dates during conversations [17, 18] . The target users have difficulties maintaining their attention and absorbing information, so the system tries to maintain a conversation with a user based on the following protocol: (1) attentionseeking captures the user's attention, which is diminished by dementia; (2) pre-sequence prepares the user's mind for absorbing new information; (3) distributing information delivers the necessary information; and (4) end of interaction closes the conversation. During each stage of the conversation, the system can ask whether the user is following the conversation and can go back to a previous stage if necessary.
To facilitate the computational modeling of the transition of dialogue states, we designed the 12 dialogue acts (DAs) described in Table 1 . DAs, which are representations of the communicative intention of each utterance, have been considered integral to the understanding and production of natural dialogue, and they are useful for various forms of speech and language processing, such as speech retrieval, summarization, resolution of ambiguous communication, or the improvement of speech recognition. This paper defines the specific set of DAs used by our application, although efforts to develop domainindependent sets of DAs exist such as DAMSL [19] . Each user utterance is classified as one of the 12 DAs and the system produces an appropriate response based on the classification.
Thanks to the cooperation of 20 single people who were living in nursing homes, we built a dialogue corpus between the system and the users. The details of the participants are as follows: 3 were male and the other 17 were female, the average age was 82.9 ± 7.2 (ranging from 67 to 97), and the average MMSE score [20] was 21.4 ± 5.8 (from 9 to 30). In total, 7,123 utterances were transcribed and annotated, of which 4,080 were user utterances. The total length of user utterances was about 115 hours and the average length of them is about 1.7 ± 1.6 seconds (from 0.2 seconds to 14.8 seconds). The DAs were annotated by two labelers and the inter-labeler agreement was 81.9%, while κ was 0.782.
Classification of DAs
The automatic classification of DAs comprises two important components: features and modeling methods. The features investigated previously used various types of knowledge, e.g., lexical [21, 1, 2, 3, 22, 4, 23] , syntactic [22, 24] , prosodic [13, 1, 3, 22, 23] , and discourse structural [25, 1] . In this study, sublexical features, i.e., sequences of phonemes, were considered together with the DA of the preceding utterance as contextual knowledge. To examine the effectiveness of the sub-lexical feature, typical lexical features, i.e., word n-grams, were also considered together with the contextual knowledge. These features are used by various modeling methods, e.g., decision trees [13] , transformation-based learning [26] , hidden Markov models (HMMs) [1] , maximum entropy models [22] , conditional random fields [27] , and support vector machines (SVMs) [3, 4] . To facilitate an exhaustive analysis of all the sub-sequences of phonemes, an SVM with a string kernel based on phonemes was used in this study. Before describing the sub-lexical classifier, we describe a typical classifier based on HMMs of words using a simpler formalization that was obtained by restricting the formalization in [1] to our problem.
Lexical DA classifiers with HMMs
In a previous study [1] , based on the assumption that each observation Ei is emitted from an unobservable DA Ui and the prior distribution of U is Markovian, the optimal sequences U * of DAs were obtained as follows:
In our application, the preceding DA U i−1 is observable because the corresponding utterance is given by the system. Therefore, given an utterance of the system with a DA U R , it is sufficient to maximize the following equation to obtain the optimal DA U * of the subsequent utterances E of users,
When the observation E is a text, i.e., a sequence W1, . . . , Wn of words and Wj is i.i.d.,
When the observation E is a speech signal A represented in spectral features and is conditioned on the N -best texts W (1) , . . . , W (n) hypothesized by a speech recognizer, U * is obtained as follows.
= argmax
where the last equality holds under the assumption that P (A) depends only on the words W (n) , although this is not true in general because U affects the pronunciation of W (n) . Although P (A|W (n) ) can be computed based on the acoustic likelihood of the speech recognizer, it tends to be a very small value. To avoid underflow, the maximization is computed using the maximum acoustic likelihood M = maxn P (A|W (n) ) as follows.
In the rest of the paper, N is set as 10.
Sub-lexical DA classifiers with SVMs
The DA classifier presented in this paper operates on sequences of phonemes obtained using a phoneme recognizer. For any sequence of phonemes, the DA classifier analyzes whether any noncontiguous sub-sequence is salient to the discrimination of a particular class. The analysis is performed using an SVM [28, 29] by computing the optimal hyperplane that separates positive samples from negative samples in the feature space spanned by all possible sub-sequences of phonemes. Although the dimension of the feature space is exponential in terms of the length of sub-sequences, the analysis can be performed efficiently using string kernels [30] . A string kernel modified for the analysis of sequences of phonemes was investigated in a previous study [31] for topic segmentation. Given two sequences of phonemes, s and t, the string kernel computes the similarity between s and t efficiently in O(p|s||t|), where p is the maximum length of sub-sequences. The similarity is computed based on the number of occurrences of any non-contiguous sub-sequence, where the occurrence count is decayed according to λ g (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) for the number g of gaps in each sub-sequence. In the occurrence count, a softmatching method is used between phonemes, which assigns 1 if they are identical and a value between 0 and 1 otherwise. Based on this definition of the similarity, the classifier is expected to be robust against insertion, deletion, and substitution errors of phonemes. The kernel function is normalized and extended to consider the contextual DA of the preceding utterance as follows:
where κ ℓ is the kernel function with the length ℓ of subsequences, as defined in [31] , c(s) is the DA of the preceding utterance of s, and δ c(s),c(t) = 1 if c(s) = c(t), but 0 otherwise. The string kernel is extended further to consider the weighted contributions of different lengths ℓ of sub-sequences as follows.
We can see that the kernel function satisfies the Mercer condition [29] required for SVM optimization because it is actually the inner-product of the feature space spanned by the subsequences of phonemes, although it is computed implicitly. In the rest of the paper, we assume γ k = 1, λ = 0.7, and p = 4. Using the string kernel, an SVM is trained to discriminate a particular class. Because an SVM is fundamentally a binary classifier, various methods have been considered for extending multiple SVMs to a multi-class classifier. In this study, the simple one-versus-the-rest approach is adopted, i.e., for each DA U , an SVM f U is trained that discriminates U from the other DAs, and the optimal DA U * for any sequence s of phonemes is obtained as U * = argmax U f U (s). In the same way as the previous section, the N -best hypotheses of a phoneme recognizer are considered as follows (13) where M is the maximum acoustic likelihood M = max n P (A|s n ).
Empirical study
The aim of the empirical study was to verify the effectiveness of the sub-lexical DA classifier. In the experiments described below, several classifiers were trained for 4,080 user utterances and DAs of the utterances were predicted. For each user, the utterances from the first several days were used for training while the rest were used for testing. As a result, 1,920 utterances were used for training and 2,160 utterances were used for testing. Because the training data contain a small number of samples with the following four tags: Request Action, Request Attention, Negative Answer, and Negative Backchannel, for the remaining eight tags, eight classifiers were trained and tested. The transcriptions were obtained manually and automatically, where the latter was conducted using a large-vocabulary continuous speech recognizer, Julius [32] . Its dictionary and Table 2 : Accuracy and F-measure of a lexical classifier using HMMs and a sub-lexical classifier using SVMs for manual (MT) and automatic (ASR) transcription. word trigram model were built from the training data. The number of entries in the dictionary was 1,008, the test set perplexity of the language model was 17.97, and the OOV rate was 6.37%. Its acoustic model was a gender-independent PTM triphone model of elderly speech [33] distributed by CSRC [34] , which was adapted to each speaker using the MLLR method [35] . The word error rate in the test data were 58%. Phonetic transcriptions were obtained using the same decoder, except a phoneme trigram model was trained and used where the phoneme error rate was 46%. During the training of classifiers for manual transcriptions, transcribed texts or sequences of phonemes converted from the texts were used. On the other hand, during the training of classifiers for automatic transcriptions, the five best hypotheses of the output of the speech recognizers for the training data were used as well as the texts or the sequences of phonemes obtained from the manual transcriptions. For the parameters of SVMs, we used λ = 0.7, γ = 1.0, C = 10.0, and p was set as p = 4 because the average lengths of the words were 4.8 phonemes.
During the evalution of the classifiers, texts or sequences of phonemes obtained form manual or automatic transcriptions for the test data were used. Especially for automatic transcriptions, the 10 best hypotheses of the output of the speech recognizers with the acoustic likelihood of them are used. Table 2 summarizes the results of the experiments where the accuracy indicates the ratio of correct predictions and F1 indicates the average harmonic mean of the precision and recall, i.e., the F-measure averaged across DAs. We can see that the phone-SVM, i.e., the sub-lexical DA classifier with SVMs, performed better than the word-HMM, i.e., the lexical DA classifier with HMMs in both the manual and automatic transcriptions. The difference in the manual transcription was significant (p < 0.05) according to McNemar's test and the difference in the automatic transcription was also significant (p < 0.01). In the following section, these results are discussed in more detail. Figure 1 depicts the accuracy of the two classifiers during manual and automatic transcription for the convenience of the reader. It also shows the result of the word-HMM for another automatic transcription, which was obtained using a cheating language model built from all of the data including the test data. The number of entries in the dictionary for the cheating model was 1,587, the test set perplexity was 4.70, and the word error rate was 32.6%. There was no significant difference between ASR and ASR(CHEAT), which suggests that the accuracy would not be improved even if a better language model could be obtained from a larger amount of training data. Thus, it is unlikely that that the accuracy of the word-HMM would improve without an elaborate language modeling and text normalization for spontaneous speech. Furthermore, the accuracy of word-HMM would become worse as the mismatches between the language model and the corpus increased. On the other hand, the accuracy of the phone-SVM would not decline because the sub-lexical classifier does not depend on the language model. Figure 2 shows another result of a SVM (word-SVM) using the bag-of-words feature that operates on the feature spaces spanned by the frequency of each word appearing in the training data. The performance of word-SVM was worse than that of phone-SVM, and its performance was not significantly different from that of word-HMM. This suggests that the superior performance of phone-SVM was not attributable to the SVMbased modeling method, but instead it was due to the sub-lexical features.
Robustness of the sub-lexical DA classifier

Effectiveness of the sub-lexical features
In particular, the difference between the word-SVM and phone-SVM results with manual transcription was due only to the difference between the lexical feature and the sub-lexical feature. A possible explanation for this difference is that the existence of multiple surface forms of a baseform degraded the performance of word-SVM. Using phone-SVM, however, the common fragments of the different surface forms allowed us to capture salient properties for DA classification.
Furthermore, the difference between word-SVM and phone-SVM in ASR was larger than in MT. The results for both classifiers were obtained using the same decoder and the same acoustic model, so the bigger difference may have been because some salient word features were lost by the poor modeling of language, whereas some fragments of the salient features were still preserved with phone-SVM.
Conclusion and future work
This paper proposed a sub-lexical DA classifier for use as a dialogue management module in a spoken dialogue system that provides necessary information to elderly users with cognitive disabilities. To avoid costly and difficult language modeling when transcribing the colloquial utterances of the elderly users in a faithful manner, the classifier determines the DAs based on the sequences of phonemes obtained using a phoneme recognizer. Instead of searching for salient word features used by many lexical classifiers, the sub-lexical classifier searches for salient sub-sequences of phonemes while considering possible misrecognitions, i.e., insertion, deletion, and substitution errors. To search the space spanned by the exponentially many features efficiently, the proposed method uses an SVM with a string kernel based on sequences of phonemes. An empirical study was conducted using a dialogue speech corpus collected from elderly subjects with mild dementia. The sub-lexical classifier was found to be robust against the poor modeling of language, while it performed better than a lexical classifier using HMMs.
These results are now limited to our small and simple dialogue corpus, which contains only four thousands short (1.7 seconds on average) user utterances, and only 8 of 12 DA tags have been tested. The effectiveness of the sub-lexical DA classifier should be investigated for larger and well-studied corpora. The DA classification itself does not essentially need any faithful transcription of spontaneous speech. We believe the analysis of the frequency of sub-sequences of phonemes instead of the frequency of words is effective especially when the faithful transcription is hard to obtain. Furthermore, the robust and costefficient use of the sub-lexical feature without language modeling could be more effective when it is used together with other non-lexical features, e.g., prosody.
